Abstract -Video servers are high@ vulnerable to disk failures because they employ large-scale disk arra.vs to support many clients and multimedia contents. To cope with such a structural weakness, they reserve a significant portion of their resource contingent on disk operability, leading to its under-utilization in normal operation mode. This paper addresses the improvement of resource utilization in faulttolerant multi-resolution video servers. For this purpose, we propose a QoS degradation method and an admission control algorithm to maximize the system performance measured as revenue while guaranteeing ever?, admitted client the minimum quality level in the event of disk failure. Our scheme exploits the multi-resolution property of video streams, and achieves graceful degradation at near-optimal level when the disk,fails. Simulation results show that, in the best case, ourproposed technique almost doubles the number ofclients admitted for video service by greatly enhancing the resource utilization rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
ECENT advances in multimedia and network technologies make it possible to provide video-on-demand (VOD) services to clients. Unl,ike traditional broadcasting services, clients subscribing to VOD services may control quality of service (QoS) parameters such as resolutions, frame rates and display sizes according to their own needs. Recent studies have revealed that the most practical way to satisfy such various QoS requirements of clients is to use a multiresolution video stream [6] , [15] , [17] . A multi-resolution or scalable video stream is a video sequence encoded in such a way that subsets of the full-resolution video stream can he decoded to extract lower-resolution streams.
By using multi-resolution compression techniques, we can reduce storage requirements greatly because there is no need to keep multiple copies of the video at different resolutions in the server. We can also provide adaptable video service under the transient overloads by degrading the resolution levels.
QoS degradation, however, should he implemented judiciously because there exist applications that cannot accept video streams below a certain level of resolution [4] . In addition, clients tend to request the hest possible quality R . . '
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unless the video service is coupled with monetary incentives, so several pricing mechanisms which provide monetary incentives to offset QoS degradation have been proposed [SI, [15] , [16] . These pricing structures prompt video service providers to offer low-resolution videos at a low rate and charge a premium for high-resolution videos. Then clients decide the resolutions of video streams subject to their budgets and minimum quality requirements. The perceived monetary benefits to the video supplier are usually represented as revenue. Hence, revenue maximization becomes an important issue for the VOD service [SI, [15] .
Generally, round-based scheduling is used for data retrieval: Time is divided into equal-sized periods, called rounds, and each admitted client is served once in each round. In addition, video servers typically employ disk arrays to support a large number of clients. In disk-array-based video servers, a video object is distributed over multiple disks to utilize disk bandwidth efficiently [21] . We will refer to this scheme as striping. The unit of data for striping, or a striping unit, denotes the maximum amount of contiguous data that will be stored on a single disk. Even though a single disk is fairly reliable; disk arrays with a large number of disks are highly vulnerable to disk failures [IO] . Thus, disk arrays usually employ reliability techniques of the redundant array of independent disks (RAID) architecture, ' which achieves fault tolerance either by replication or parity encoding [2 11. In replication-based schemes which are employed in RAID level 1, the original data is duplicated on separate disks. On the other hand, in parity-based schemes, a panty is computed by an exclusive-or operation and used for data reconstruction. We refer to the parity block together with all data blocks over which parity is computed as a parity group. The parity encoding techniques are employed in RAID levels 3, 4, and 5. In RAID 3 level, data is distributed in very small chunks across disks and a dedicated disk stores all parity information. Unlike RAID 3 level, RAID level 4 interleaves data in fixed-size blocks with a dedicated disk storing parity information. In RAID 5 level, data is distributed in'fixed-size block, and parity blocks are distributed across all disks. Generally, there exist two service modes of disk arrays [IO] : (I) normal mode, where all disks are operational, and (2) degraded mode, where a disk has failed.
Fault-tolerant design of video servers is complicated for the following two reasons: First, since the server cannot access data on a failed disk, additional server resources are required for the reconstruction of data. Second, the retrieval of video objects should be performed in real-time even in the presence of a disk failure. To resolve these problems, current approaches reserve contingent bandwidth or huffer [3] , [9] , [lo], [19] . As a consequence, they under-utilize the server resources in normal mode.
In this paper, we propose a QoS degradation method for multi-resolution video servers, which handles revenue maximization and fault-tolerance simultaneously. Instead of wasting server resources for the degraded mode, our scheme exploits the multi-resolution property of streams and provides QoS-negotiated service in the face of disk failure. We first develop a QoS model which defines a spectrum of resolutions for video streams and permits quality degradation when a disk fails; thus, it can improve resource utilization in normal mode. For graceful degradation, we address the resolution degradation problem in order to maximize overall system performance, measured as revenue. In other words, a revenue is defined by what the client is willing to pay given the quality of the video received; the quality degradation is done in a way so as to maximize the revenue accrued. We prove that the problem is NP-hard and propose heuristic algorithms to find resolutions of accepted streams in degraded mode. An admission control algorithm is also presented to guarantee that every client admitted can he serviced to some per-client specified minimum quality level even in degraded mode.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 11, we briefly explain related work. In Section 111, we present system models for further description of our schemes. Next, we propose an admission control algorithm and resolution adjustment algorithms in Section IV and V. We validate the proposed schemes through simulations in Section VI. We extend our scheme for variable-hit-rate (VBR) streams in Section VII. Finally we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
RELATED WORK
Recently, several techniques have been proposed for faulttolerant video servers [3] , [9] , [IO] , [19] . To provide realtime delivery of video streams in degraded mode, they reserve contingent disk bandwidth or buffer, and can he divided into two categories: non-sequential schemes and sequential schemes [lo] . The non-sequential schemes reserve contingent disk bandwidth to handle additional disk loads in case a disk fails and thus under-utilize the disk bandwidth in normal mode. For example, in RAID 5, the VOD server reserves half of the full disk bandwidth to ensure hiccup-free delivery in degraded mode [IO] . To overcome such under-utilization, several approaches that trade storage capacity for reduced failure recovery have been proposed [91, [191, [211. For example, the notion of multiple RAIDS is used to partition the disk array into several clusters, each of which independently forms the parity group [21]. Consequently, in case a disk fails. additional disk loads that are used for the reconstruction are distributed within the cluster containing the failed disk. A declustered parity scheme further reduces the recovery overhead by using the balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) technique [19] . It, however, may introduce noncontiguous read for the reconstruction, so a segment information dispersal (SID) scheme has been proposed [9] . Even though the SID scheme provides contiguous read in degraded mode, it should access all available disks for the reconstruction, which may degrade disk throughput due to the seek overhead.
The sequential schemes (e.g., streaming RAID and prefetching schemes) use data blocks retrieved during .
playback for failure recovery, In other words, they build the parity group with successive blocks of the same video and read ahead all the blocks in the 'group; thus, in degraded mode, only parity blocks are retrieved for the reconstruction of data [3] . [19] . The disadvantage of these schemes is that memory requirement is directly proportional to the size of a parity group. As a result, they may not he adequate for the server with a large parity group size. Our scheme is based on non-sequential schemes.
The fundamental problem of all above schemes is that they reserve server resources to prepare for the degraded mode, which leads to the under-utilization of the resources in normal mode. Furthermore, they do not consider disk bandwidth and buffer constraints simultaneously albeit important for admission control. In order to overcome such problems, our scheme enables the server to degrade video quality in degraded mode. We also formulate disk bandwidth and buffer constraints which govern the admission control algorithm. . In their scheme, the base layer provides video at the initial resolution, while the second spatial enhancement layer allows for upsampling, thereby increasing the visual quality, which can he further enhanced by the third SNR enhancement layer. Another method for extracting multi-resolution video streams is to use sub-hand coding schemes [22] . This type of coding performs layers of sub-band filtering along the spatial and temporal axes, followed by multi-rate quantization of the sub-hand coefficients. The appealing feature of sub-band coding schemes is that their compression ratios are comparable to MPEG-2 compression, while they .also allow video streams to have a large number of display resolutjons Chang and Zakhor [6] propose two methods to order data layers within one storage unit on a disk. First, the consecutive placement scheme orders every layer 'in each frame consecutively. This works well for full-resolution video; at low resolution, however, seeks are obstructed by unwanted high-resolution hits, resulting in poor performance. In their second scheme, called constant frame grouping, the frames of every layer retrieved during a round are grouped together and placed contiguously. Since every layer retrieved during a round is stored contiguously, only one seek overhead is required for the retrieval of data requested by each client during a round [6] . For this reason, we adopt the constant frame grouping to order data layers within one storage unit.
Two striping schemes; balanced placement and periodic interleaving, have been proposed to arrange the storage unit on multiple disks [6] , [20] . In the balanced placement scheme, the storage unit is striped in very small chunks across all available disks [ZO] : By contrast, in the periodic interleaving scheme, each storage unit is stored in a round-robin fashion across the disks, and the amount of data retrieved during a round for the full-resolution video stream is the same as the striping unit size. We adopt the periodic interleaving scheme as our striping method because it is able to utilize disk bandwidth effectively [2], [6] . We also assume that constantbit-rate (CBR) video streams are stored. Table I .
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Fig. 1. An example of data Organization for multi-resolution video.
In our placement, each segment is stored in a round-robin fashion across disks. Since the replication incurs a 100 % 
., Q,).
Since the data from the first to the j" layers are required to retrieve video at a resolution of j , the total bit-rate needed to rehieve video V,. at a resolution of j is c:=,lr;k . Since RJxlr;* bits are required during a round to retrieve layer k of video V, , total bits required to obtain video v. at a resolution of j during a round, h/ , Let us consider the variation of the load on each disk in our data placement. Let us assume that a disk array consists of D homogeneous disks. Every client accesses a single disk during a round, and each segment is placed in a round-robin fashion across the disks. As a result, the clients receiving video streams from the same disk will all move to the next disk during the next round. To express.such a load-shifting property succinctly, we will refer to the clients accessing the same disk during a round as a clienr group. Then we can partition clients into D client groups (say Gl,G >,..., G D ) . Fig. 3 shows an example of load-shifting property during two consecutive rounds. Note that a disk bandwidth test for admission control is applied on a client group basis. By using multi-resolution compression techniques, video service providers are able to offer flexible pricing StluCNreS to clients. In other words, the service'providers offer lowresolution video service at a low rate, hut charge a premium for high-resolution video streams. Then; the clients request the video streams with the best possible resolution subject to their budgets and minimum quality requirements. To .support such flexible pricing structure, we apply the notion of revenue to our model. Clients are charged more when receiving more layers, which returns more revenue to service providers. Let us denote RE: ( j = t , ...,Q,) to be the revenue accrued from servicing video v. at a resolution of k successfully.
B. QoSModel
Current video servers which employ non-sequential techniques for the real-time service in degraded mode, reserve contingent disk bandwidth. The multi-resolution presentation of data, however, allows graceful degradation when sufficient resources are not available to fully support video streams. Thus, instead of wasting the disk bandwidth for degrade mode, we permit resolution degradation in degraded mode so as to increase system throughput in normal mode. Based on this, we characterize QoS requirements as follows:
A maximum resolution level: In normal mode, the video server retrieves a video stream with this resolution. A minimum resolution :level: The video server can degrade the resolution to the minimum resolution level in degraded mode, but resolutions helow this resolution are not allowed.
Let SC, he the set of clients which request video v. , where C,,m E SC, (i = 1 ,..., N ) . We denote mu,,, and min,,, to be the maximum and minimum resolution levels for client Cj,m , where 1 5 min,, I m a j , , 5 Q, ', ' Both maximum and minimum resolution levels are determined at admission time by considering the pricing infovation of the clients. Then, the server guarantees video services with the maximum resolution in normal modi and at least the minimum resolution in degraded mode. In degraded mode, the client may not receive the video stream with the maximum resolution level, and the server degrades the resolution of accepted streams with the aim: of minimizing the revenue loss. We summarize admission control criteria, namely, R1 and R2 as follows: 
IV. AN ADMISSION CONTROL ALGORITHM
To meet the requirements R1 and FU, we consider two constraints for admission control: disk bandwidth and buffer. In other words, the server checks whether there is sufficient disk bandwidth and buffers for the new client while satisfying two requirements R1 and R2.
A. Disk Bandwidth Test
To reduce the seek .overhead, we employ SCAN disk scheduling. We also use a tydical seek time model in which a constant seek overhead (seek time + rotational delay) of is required for one read of contiguous data [6]. To extract a conservative typical seek time, Chang and Zakhor assume that the requests are evenly spaced on the disk, because this maximizes the total disk seek time [ 6 ] .
If we ignore the degraded mode, the service time, which represents total read and seek times requested by the clients during a round, should not exceed RI to ensure the continuous playback of video streams [ 5 ] . However, contingent disk' bandwidth should he reserved to prepare for the degraded mode. In degraded mode, the data on a failed disk is reconstructed by an exclusive-or operation over data and parity information that are distributed across every surviving disk. As a result, read requests to the data on the failed.disk,are redirected to every surviving disk in degraded mode. This also indicates that the disk service time for the client group'which accesses the failed disk is transferred to all other groups in degraded mode. Therefore, if the service time for every client group does not exceed L R , , then the service time for every client group will not exceed R f in degraded mode.
Let us define TNn and TXn to be the service time for the client g o u p G, , when every client C+ E C. receives the streams with min,,, and max,,, , respectively. Retrieving video V, at a resolution of j requires the seek overhead of T, and the read time of -, where 5 (bitsisec) is the data transfer rate of a disk. Hence, the following inequality that represents TN" should hold for every client group in order to guarantee that every client will receive its video stream with the minimum resolution level even in degradedmode: 2003 normal workload and reconstruction, we obtain the following buffer constraint in order to service the streams with the minimum resolution levels even in degraded mode: To service the maximum resolution level for every client in normal mode, the following inequality should hold for every client group:
B. Birffer Test
In degraded mode, additional buffer space is required to store data and parity information used for the reconstruction of data on a failed disk. We can divide the buffer space into two parts: buffer space for normal workload and for the reconstruction. Since we use SCAN disk scheduling, dualbuffer mechanism is required to schedule the video streams in any order during a round [6] . Thus, buffer space for 2c:=,2c,mEcn b y m bits is required for normal workload in order to service streams with the minimum resolution levels.
Let G, , be the client group which accesses the failed disk.
In degraded mode, a read request to data on the failed disk causes a reauest to each survivine disk. .As a result, the buffer
should be reserved so that C,&G, every client Cr,m t C, receives the streams with min, . The buffer requirement for the reconstruction becomes at a maximum when the client group that requires the largest amount of data need to retrieve data from the failed disk. That the reconstruction. Considering the buffer requirements for
In normal mode, there should be sufficient buffer to service the maximum resolution levels. Hence, the following inequality should hold:
"=I C,,",EC.
C. Admission Control Decisions
Due to the load-shiiling property of OUT placement, we can balance disk loads across the disk array by delaying the admission of new clients, such that each new client is assigned to the client group with the minimum service time. In the worst case, D rounds may be introduced by the load balancing. We assume that the server is able to delay the admission by D rounds, because it is important to increase the number of admitted clients at the expense of service latency in VOD servers, and one or two minutes are often tolerable in applications such as movie-on-demand or course-on-demand Wl.
To find an appropriate client group with the minimum service time, the server chooses the smallest values, TN, from a set of service times TN, 's and TX, from a set of service times TX, 's (n = 1, ..., D ) . Assuming that the new client is a member of C,, , the server checks whether Inequalities ( I ) and ( 2 ) are satisfied or not. If this condition is violated, then the server assigns the client to G, and also checks whether Inequalities (1) and ( 2 ) are satisfied or not. If there is sufficient disk bandwidth either in G, or in C , , the new client passes the disk bandwidth test; otherwise, it is rejected. After passing the disk bandwidth test, the server examines whether there is sufficient buffer space or not. In other words, if admission of the client would violate buffer constraints described in Inequalities (3) and (4), the new client is rejected.
Otherwise, the new client is admitted.
V. RESOLUTION ADJUSTMENT ALCORJTHMS
Even though every client receives its video stream with the maximum resolution level in normal mode, the resolutions for admitted clients may be changed in the following three cases: 1) When a disk fails.
2) When a new client is admitted in degraded mode.
3) When a client closes a video stream in degraded mode. In the above cases, our goal is to select a resolution for each client so as to maximize total revenue accrued. We now describe a resolution adjustment algorithm for each case.
A. When a disk fails
When a disk fails, client C,, may not receive a video stream at a resolution of ma,,, . Degradation of resolution is caused by shortage of either disk bandwidth or buffer, and the following inequalities indicate the cases where the server does not have enough disk bandwidth and buffer space to accommodate every client with the maximum resolution level in degraded mode:
When a disk fails, the server checks every client group to determine whether Inequality (5) is satisfied. If hequality ( 5 ) is not satisfied, then the server should degrade the resolutions of admitted clients to acquire disk bandwidth. Let Sd he a set of client groups which do not satisfy Inequality ( 5 ) . The server degrades the resolutions for the clients in every group G, E Sd on a client group basis. The server also checks the buffer condition described in Inequality ( 6 ) . If Inequality (6) is not satisfied, the server degrades the resolutions by examining all the clients admitted by the server in order to acquire buffers. To summarize, there can he the following cases for resolution degradation:
Case 1: Sd f # and Inequality (6) The denominator of I&(k) represents the difference in data rate, while the numerator represents the difference in revenue when the resolution is degraded from the maximum resolution level to level k . The basic idea of HAF is as follows: Impact factors are ordered in non-decreasing order. Degradation is first applied to a client with the lowest value of the impact factor, then a client with the next lowest value, and so on. These steps are repeated until Inequalities (7) and (8) are satisfied. This idea exploits the property that degrading the video quality of a client with lower impact factor returns more server resources to the server while reducing the revenue loss. We describe the details of the algorithm in Algorithm I (7) is satisfied (lines 6-13), For the case of huffer shortage, degradation is performed by examining all the clients admitted by the server (lines 17-25).
E. When a Client Requests a Video Stream in Degraded Mode
Upon admission of a new client in degraded mode, the resolutions for admitted clients may be degraded to accommodate the new client. We assume that the new client will be serviced from the group G , . If GWe Sd , the server applies the heuristic algorithm in Algorithm 1 to find FR,,,, for the clients in the group G,. . If Case 2 occurs, then the server applies the steps described in lines 17-25 in Algorithm 1. Thus, the selected resolution FRj,, is restored to the previous resolution temp (lines 14-16). If there is available buffer space (line 19), then resolution enhancement is enforced by examining all the clients admitted by the server (lines 20-31).
C.

Degraded Mode When a client closes a video stream in degraded mode, disk
When a Client Closes a Requests a Video Stream in
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of OUI schemes, we have performed several simulation-based experiments. The arrival of client requests is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, and the mean arrival rate is assumed to be 20 arrivalsiminute. Our server has 32 disks, whose characteristics are shown in Table 11 . The length of each video is 100 minutes, and the access probability follows Zipf distribution with parameter B = 0.611 . We consider two multi-resolution compression techniques: MPEG-2 with spatial and SNR scalability, and 3-D sub-band coding. Table 111 shows the bit-rate of each layer for two kinds of multi-resolution video streams [6] , [20] .
The maximum resolution level for each client is randomly chosen, and 2 seconds are selected for the round length R, .
For the calculation of revenue values, we employ two pricing models: linear and concave model [11] . In the linear model, the revenue increases linearly from the lowest to the highest resolution levels. On the other hand, in the concave.model, the revenue increases sharply when the resolution is relatively low but increases marginally when the resolution is close to the highest resolution. We assume that for every video q. , RE? =U and RE: = RIN , where RAX and RIN denote the revenues accrued from servicing each video with the highest and lowest resolutions, respectively. Detailed pricing functions are specified as follows: Linear model:
Concave model:
:.I; 
A. Number ofAdmitted Clients according to the Degree of Resolution Degradation
We place a limit, dtff , on the difference between the maximum and the minimum resolution level of every client.
Thus if max,,, > diff , then mini,, = max,,, -dU . Otherwise, max,,, = 1 . For performance evaluation, we assess the number of admitted clients for 10 hours according to the different drff values. Fig. 4 illustrates the number of admitted clients corresponding to buffer sizes when the sub-band compression technique is used for each video. The number of admitted clients increases with drff values because higher diff values offer more opportunity for degradation of resolution. For example, when B = 700 MB, the case of drff = 7 admits more clients than that of diff=O by 57%. It is noteworthy that every client receives the video stream with the maximum resolution level in normal mode, so there is no resolution degradation in normal mode irrespective of drff values. Fig. 5 shows the number of admitted clients corresponding to buffer sizes when the MPEG-2 technique is used. The number of admitted clients increases with df values. For example, the case of d t f = 2 admits more clients than that o f d i r = O by 100% when E = 1.2 GB. In the figure, we also observe that the case of B = 500 MB admits much less clients than that of B = 700 MB or 1.2 GB. High data-rate video applications require relatively large buffer space [7] , and the bit-rate of each layer for the MPEG-2 is higher than that of sub-band coding. As a result, the number of admitted clients tends to he limited due to the buffer shortage when the MPEG-2 is used whereas the disk bandwidth usually becomes a bottleneck when the sub-band coding is used.
B. Effectiveness of the HAF Algorithm
In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of the HAF algorithm. To illustrate the effectiveness of the HAF, we have implemented four other algorithms: 1) Random Degradation (RD). The RD algorithm randomly chooses a client and degrades its ,resolution. These steps are repeated until Inequality (7) is satisfied in Case I, and until Inequality (8) is satisfied in Case 2. 2) Unifonn Degradation (UD). The UD algorithm uniformly degrades the resolution of every client. These steps are repeated until Inequality (7) is satisfied in Case 1, and until Inequality (8) is satisfied in Case 2.
3) Greedy Degradation based on revenue difference (GD).
The GD algorithm is basically no different from HAF. The only difference is that impact factors are calculated differently in the GD algorithm. Specifically, ( k ) = REj?" -RE:.
4) Branch and Bound ( B a s ) . The B&B algorithm
recursively applies a branch-and-bound technique and finds FR,,, for every client C(,M which leads to the highest total revenue. The B&B algorithm potentially has an exponential complexity with regard to the number of clients. In Case 2, the server examines every client in the server for resolution degradation. Since the server can approximately support up to 1000 clients simultaneously, it is impractical to apply the B&B algorithm for Case 2. Even for Case I, we have observed that the B&B method may not produce solutions in outperforms the GD algorithm from 8% to 15%. This is because HAF reflects both revenue and bit-rate of each layer for resolution degradation, whereas GD only considers the difference of revenue. From the figure, we also observe that HAF produces more revenue than the UD scheme by 0.5% to 11% and than the RD scheme from 3% to 12%. The figure also illustrates that the UD scheme shows the second best performance and that the GD algorithm exhibits the worst performance.
2) Comparison oJHAF, RD, U D and GD algorithms when concave model is used
Applying concave pricing model, we also assess total revenue accrued according to the number of clients. Fig. 7 shows the revenue relative to the HAF algorithm with different resolution degradation algorithms when concave pricing model is used. In the figure, we observe that HAF produces the best results under all workloads. Precisely, HAF outperforms the GD algorithm from 2% to 8%. HAF also produces more revenue than the UD scheme by 2% to 17%, and than the RD scheme by 6% to 19%. In the figure, we also note that unlike the linear pricing model, the GD scheme shows the second best performance in concave model.
3) Comparison ofHAF and B&B algorithms when linear model is used Applying linear pricing model, we compare HAF with the B&B algorithm for Case 1. We define Qual, to be the ratio of the revenue for the HAF algorithm to the revenue for the B&B algorithm when the number of clients is k . For comparison, we assess the total revenue accrued according the number of clients when diff=3and B = 1 GB. Table IV  shows and RIN when linear pricing model is used. We can easily see that the total revenue of our method is very close to the revenue provided by the B&B algorithm for all test data. Even though the B&B algorithm produces slightly better performance than the HAF, it potentially has an exponential complexity with regard to the number of clients. In addition, resolution adjustment algorithms should be performed in suhseconds to cope with the arrival of clients dynamically. Therefore, we assert that our method is a reasonable solution for the resolution adjustment because it exhibits a polynomial complexity in the worst case.
VII. EXTENSION OF OUR SCHEME FOR VBR VIDEO
Since our scheme has been developed for CBR video, we now consider an extension of our scheme to support VBR streams. Since the data rate of VBR stream varies over each round, data placement is much more complicated than that of CBR streams. Several data placement techniques have been proposed for VBR video streams [I] , [5] . Constant time length (CTL) technique stores and retrieves video data in blocks corresponding to the playback consumption. By contrast, constant data length (CDL) method retrieves and stores equalsized blocks for easy manipulation of data. Even though the CTL requires much less buffer requirement than the CDL, it may lead to disk fragmentation when editing video data [12] .
To address this tradeoff, in a stride-based allocation scheme, disk space is allocated in fixed-sized chucks called strides which are chosen to be larger than the maximum request sire during a round, while data is stored and retrieved in a CTL fashion [I] . Since it combines the merits of CDL and CTL, it has following the advantages [I] : (1) Since only requested amount of data is fetched to memory, it does not require extra buffer space. (2) It reduces disk fragmentation because a stride may contain data retrieved during more than one round. (3) It gives an upper-bound of the two disk arm movements for any video stream retrieval because the size of a request never exceeds the stride size during a round. Therefore, OUI placement for VBR data is based on the stride-based scheme.
Unlike CBR multi-resolution video, the segment size may differ from round to round in VBR video. The size of each layer also varies over each round. Since the stride-based scheme does not deal with storing redundant information, we modify the stride-based allocation scheme to store parity information. Fig. 8 shows an example of our VBR data placement. A disk space is allocated in fixed-sized strides which is equal to the maximum segment size for every video, and every segment is stored in a round-robin fashion. Let SR; denote the j'* stride of disk i . The parity blocks are computed on a stride hasis and distributed over all disks. For example, in Fig. 8, SR; , SR: , SR: and SR; are parity strides, and distributed over all disks. The parity is calculated to he, for example, SR; = SR: 0 SR: 0 SR; . Each segment is stored in a round-robin fashion, and thus, we can partition clients into several client groups as in the CBR case. One possible approach which extends our schemes for VBR streams is as follows: We use average bandwidth as an estimation of the bandwidth requirement for the streams as described in [14] . In other words, we replace fixed-size block retrievals by variable-size block retrievals, with the block size corresponding to the average video bit-rate. Based on this we can establish admission control criteria for the VBR streams in a straightforward manner. It is noteworthy that we should also replace in Inequalities (I), (2), ( 5 ) and (7) by zc because two disk arm movements may occur for the retrieval of VBR video. The heuristic algorithms described in Algorithm 1 and 2 can be easily extended to support VBR streams by modifying impact factors.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a QoS degradation method for multi-resolution video servers to provide efficient failure recovery. The proposed scheme includes a QoS model which defines a range of resolution levels for video streams and permits quality degradation when a disk fails. It also estimates additional disk loads and huffer requirements for degraded mode at admission time, and thus enables the server to guarantee acceptable performance in degraded mode. We have also formulated the resolution degradation problem in order to reduce the revenue loss when degrading the resolutions of video streams. Since the problem is NP-hard, heuristic algorithms are proposed for resolution degradation and enhancement. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the scheme through simulations. Our experimental results show that relaxing the QoS requirement of clients enables the server to admit a much larger number of clients. The results also demonstrate that our heuristic algorithms give practical solutions for the resolution adjustment because they provide near-optimal solutions and exhibit polynomial complexity.
